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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

The world is a noisy place.
Everyday we encounter the loudness of clashing opinions, ideals,
and politics. Our conversations become beepi1;1g satellites, or
large neon signs that attract a thousand little word moths, which
ignite under the heat of the bulbs. We are bumper cars and cash
registers and twittering, talking heads. We are our status updates.
I firmly believe in the value of silence, and that the statements
made quietly are often stronger than those made with the slew of
horns accessible to us. This is one of the reasons the 2012 issue
of Words & Images features only poetry, prose, and artwork.
Between the covers you will find a number of diverse narratives,
from writers and artists on the Maine coast, to those in the
blinking metropolises of the Eastern Seaboard and beyond.
I'm proud to present this slim collection composed of pieces that
speak to their readers with a distinct sharpness. With precision
and acuteness, these words convey just what they mean to; they
are trimmed of their fat. The artwork ranges from sleek to
bizarre and funny, perfectly suited to the stories with the same
traits. I entreat you to take your time with these pieces, to absorb
their messages before coming up with your own. Be well, read
on, and enjoy.
Yours,
Caroline O'Connor Thomas

LAY YOUR TROUBLES DOWN

I Justin McEdward
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WHAT WE NEED

John Lambremont, Sr.
What we need are
auto bodies and parts
that are edible.
What we need are
instruments that will make
useless new measurements,
like the distance between
two nipples.
What we need are
velcro fasteners
between our knees and
a way of voiding
without the fuss,
and what we need are
scenic overlooks
of ourselves
that can be had
without leaving the car.
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IN ALASKA

Blair Braverman
ALL WE WANT IS A NIBBLE

Autumn Gray
These things we do:
Acts of kindness that may be
for others, for ourselves,
Reaching, speaking, looking for contact.
Take a gamble and express a thought
or feeling.
Outcomes cast out
like a fishing line, reaching so far.
Let go.
My god, it's so scary,
when you cast your line again and again,
and nothing bites, when all we want
is a nibble.

There was a time, remember, when I lived
out-of-doors, my bed the earth, my ceiling
rainclouds. I wore sundogs like halos.
And would you believe that I didn't notice,
that I didn't miss walls or floors, that my skin
grew not tough but fine as spider silk
and twice so strong, and that to make love indoors
seemed alarming as birth in a coffinlet bodies be bodies, we felt, and the world
be the world, and to be a girl was to swim
naked in the mountains and barefoot in winter,
cold scraping my back like the backs of knives.
It was bitter and, yes, it was blessed,
we were cowards, we were bravest in the world
and twice so real, we were warriors and patrons
and both of us so in love with the air
(I still smell you in it sometimes)
but not each other. I saw you, remember?
Your arms raised, flaming in the sun.
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RISING UP

Jon Simmons

because of Darcie's disability that he patronized her, but it
still got on my nerves.
Darcie's spinal cord didn't develop correctly when she
was born. She'll never be able to walk, and so she spends
her days in a wheelchair. I(s one of those motorized
ones, though when she's upset she'll start rolling the
wheels herself At school I would see her motoring down
the hallways, clasping textbooks to her chest with one
hand, the other pushing forward on the controls. Kids at
Brunswick High didn't think we were related, even though
we look alike- skinny cheeks and long necks. I heard
cripple, lama, chair gfrl. We couldn't be related; one of us had
a chair attached to our body, one didn't. One of us took
the elevator to the second floor, one of us took the stairs.
One of us moved with a control pad, one moved to catch
fly balls in the outfield after school. I would introduce
Darcie to my friends and they would nod and stare at her.
Would her arms work? Should they shake her hand? High
school was rough, and I was small. I wasn't about to get
in someone's face about the names I heard. I was an only
child to most people.
The day Mr. Trimuca brought his class to the bridge,
Darcie said everyone was already pulling away as she and
her friend Amanda got to the lot. They scrambled into
Amanda's van, Amanda helping Darcie into the passenger
seat, and raced after the trail of cars. When they arrived
at the bridge and saw Mr. Trimuca standing on the edge
looking down at the water, Darcie didn't get out of the
car. She said to me later that night that she was too mad at
the class for leaving without her to get out, but I knew the
real reason why. Darcie hates when people see her getting
helped in and out of a car, and who can blame her? I
wouldn't want people staring at me either. Sure, when I'm

I was a sophomore in high school the first time Mr.
Trimucajumped off the Topsham Bridge. My sister Darcie
had told our parents that night at dinner, that her teacher
had forced her class to drive to the bridge and time his fall
with stopwatches. She said that he didn't explain to the
class what they would be doing at the bridge, but a chance
to get out of the school for the period was more than
enough persuasion to empty the classroom. They packed
into their cars to follow their teacher to the bridge for
that day's lesson. A demonstration in gravity, in mass and
velocity she said were his words. A better understanding
of the principles of basic physics. A real life example.
I remember my parents' forks suspended below their
mouths, and my mother saying, "He did what?"
Before school the next morning my father phoned
the superintendent, and the superintendent explained to
my father that she had already received calls from other
parents and that she was looking into the situation. I
remember Darcie smiling, staring up from her wheelchair
at my father as he made the call, a stern grasp on the
receiver, left hand leaning on the kitchen counter. "It was
terrifying," Darcie said when he hung up. "He didn't come
up to the surface for the longest time. Everyone else stood
and cheered, but he could have died."
"He'll be fired," my father said. A reassuring nod
toward Darcie.
My father was always doing this. He was always
reassuring Darcie in some way, in some soothing voice
with some forged, plastic smile. If Darcie was stressed, my
father's plastic smile would appear. If I got stressed he'd tell
me to sit down, or ride my bike around the block. Even if
it was freezing outside and the snowplows were warming
up in the parking lot across the street. I knew it was just
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in the living room, Darcie's eyes drifting away from the
screen. The spring blizzard of '93 hit pretty hard.

up to bat in a baseball game against Morse High, that's one
thing. But definitely not if I was stuck in a wheelchair.
When Darcie told me what her teacher had done, I
immediately thought of the day when a few of my friends
jumped off the bridge, emerging from the water yelling,
"Why didn't you do it, man?" It wasn't that I was afraid
of heights, it was just that the water was too cold. Mainers
couldn't make that excuse. That was the beginning of a
summer of taunting.
The first year Mr. Trimuca jumped off the Topsham
Bridge he was made to do counseling, ten hours of it, the
newspaper stated, but he kept his job because he was a
respected teacher at Brunswick High, and the school board
and police chief agreed that it was best for him to keep
it. The Times Record quoted town psychiatrist Dr. Milcoff
as saying he was not suicidal. In such a small town, Mr.
Trimuca became the talk.
That year Darcie would come home with reports of Mr.
Trimuca lighting the surface of his desk on fire, or breaking
out into operatic arias in.the middle of an exam, or
cancelling class because sometimes high school should have
recess too. "It's not fair," she'd say. "You can't learn from
someone like this." My parents would shake their heads in
agreement and say, "It's absurd."
When we were little, everything had to be ordered for
Darcie. Things needed to be planned out, and you had
better stick to that plan. I remember her threatening to drive
her wheelchair down the basement stairs after our father
let slip that we wouldn't be going to New York City after all
because of a blizzard. I sat in my room upstairs, flipping
through baseball cards, trying to block out the whining and
crying. Still, my door was open and I didn't bother to close
it. I'm the worst at that. If someone starts crying I need to
know about it. I really don't know why.
It wasn't fair, Darcie said. A storm in late March. The
roads wouldn't be that bad. Now she would never get to see
the city. She was twelve years old, and that was far too many
years to go without seeing a Broadway show. It turned out
eight people died on I-95 that week, two 4Runners skidding
on ice over the guard rail. We watched the news after dinner

TV

I'd seen Mr. Trimuca outside of class, his bald head and
caterpillar eyebrows bobbing down the hall, his spindly
fingers snapping to the melody he whistled. I found
myself following him between class periods, peeking
around the corner of the teachers' lounge to see how he
acted with other teachers. He would slink straight to the
coffeemaker and back into the hallway, looking down, a
jump to his step.
One afternoon he caught me staring in at him. I
turned and began to walk toward the stairwell, but he
stopped me. "Young man, you've many years of school
before you can become a teacher," he said. I apologized,
but he cut me off before I could finish. ''And when you've
become one, remember to not teach, but do." Then he
waited for me to respond, but I didn't know what to say.
He took a -sip of his coffee. "I don't know why I get it," he
said, examining the paper cup in his hand. He poured it
into the hallway trashcan, a bitter expression on his face.
He smiled at me and walked off.
I even stayed late after school one day to see what
kind of car he drove. Kneeling behind the evergreen
shrubs that surround the parking lot, I waited for him
to exit the school. Finally, at 4:30 he came, hugging a
briefcase to his chest.
It was a purple vw Bug parked aslant in the middle
of two spots, fading bumper stickers plastered to its
sides. One read, "Geology is a Rocky Career," another,
"Eschew Obfuscation." The license plate read "LIVMORE."
In retrospect I probably didn't need to kneel behind a
bush to see what kind of car he drove.
There were rumors as to why Mr. Trimuca was acting
stranger than previous years. "It's probably a divorce,"
one would say. "He's trying to get fired," another would
interject. "Isn't it obvious?" I had overheard freshmen
talking. "Do you think he'll be around in three years?"
they asked.
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As I looked back at my sister I had one of my moments
when I pictured her without her wheelchair. They come
every so often, Darcie body surfing at Popham Beach,
or floating in the sea's current along the sand dune, or
Darcie ice skating on the park green in winter. Sometimes
it's just Darcie standing up. This time I saw her on stage,
in front of a crowd, dancing and singing. There were red
and yellow light bulbs above her, flashing to the music that
emerged from the pit orchestra. I don't know much about
plays, but I know Darcie would have been one hell of an
actress. The image faded, and she was once again by her
desk, writing in her notebook.

When the following September arrived, it had been a
year since Mr. Trimuca had plummeted into the mighty
Androscoggin, and not many people expected him to
repeat his demonstration. When he did, there were more
angry phone calls to the superintendent, more rumors,
another newspaper article. But here was the most popular
teacher in the school, the one with the most sought-after
class. More students signed up for Honors Physics than
any other course. Mr. Trimuca's after school community
service club was growing every month; students from
every grade were signing up to clean up the bike path,
decorate the assisted living home for the holidays, and sort
donations at the food bank. The Portland Press Herald did an
article about him, crowning him "Mainer of the Month."
Once again the school board determined that it was better
not to remove him from his position.
The year went on and summer came and went, too
short as usual, a flicker of warm, sunny freedom, base ball
games and cabin nights, lobster rolls and onion rings on
the beach. I worked at the local library setting up the
projector for talks and town events. Darcie had gotten
me the job-she was saving money for art school by
working the year in Brunswick as a librarian's assistant.
Our parents said they would pay for her education but she
insisted on contributing.
One afternoon at work I saw a familiar face by
Darcie's desk. It was Mr. Trimuca. I would have
approached him if it wasn't for Anne, my supervisor,
eyeing me through the fiction shelves. Darcie scribbled on
a sticky note and handed it to him, grinning.
When I was free from Anne's gaze I went over and
asked her about it.
"He's into theater!" Darcie whispered. "I had no
idea. Well, I had some idea, his acting and all in class.
I suggested a few books about Broadway." She looked
pleased, still grinning, blinking rapidly.
"He probably should've been an actor," I joked. We
both laughed.
After a minute Anne had begun to wander our way,
and so I returned to my perch by the projector.

It was senior year and I was being forced to apply to
college. Everybody around me asked what I wanted to
study and where I wanted to pursue my major. Stanford?
Rice? Columbia? I couldn't afford any of them, and I
hated that term, pursue your major. It sounded like my major
would be avoiding my grasp, running from my outstretched
hands. As if every time I got within range to capture it, it
would flit away, ducking into the shadows to hide.
The end of September was nearing, and there was talk
among the students that Mr. Trimuca wasn't going to jump
this year. It was obvious by now that some of the students
didn't care about learning physics, and that they just
wanted to see himjump into the river. This time he would
be fired for sure, we heard. We all waited out the lectures in
anticipation for any hint that he might.
On one dim, cloudy Wednesday afternoon I arrived at a
locked physics classroom, the class crowding the door. A
note had been slapped to the glass, in scribbled Sharpie,
"Meet me at the Bridge for class. -Calum Trimuca."
We all rushed out to the lot, the sound of one car
starting after another, and tires spinning on sand as we
blasted down the access drive. I went with one of my
friends in his father's old Ford truck. A few other students
crouched in the bed of the vehicle smoking cigarettes,
clutching the truck's sides as it screeched onto Maine
Street.
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Mr. Trimuca was calling out in our direction, waving
his hands, but from our position next to the old fort we
couldn't make out what he wanted us to do. Maybe he
wanted us to inch closer. Maybe he wanted us to fight the
policemen, push them over the edge and watch as they
struggled to stay above the surface. Maybe he wanted us
to get back in our cars and drive away. We didn't know,
and so we stood with our hands in our pockets, exchanging
wide-eyed looks, asking each other about the possibility of
seeing him jump.
The crowd had grown large, every second seeming
to pull another car to the side of the road. There were
mothers holding their children's hands. One child wore a
white karate uniform, a yellow belt across her chest. She
jabbed and kicked at the air, looking up at our teacher.
There were longhaired, broad-chested motorcyclists,
businessmen tapping away at their mobile phones, dog
walkers and a team of neon, Spandex-clad bikers. I half
expected people to start grilling, or play a game of Frisbee,
or pitch tents. We decided as a group that there were too
many people now not to get closer, that the officers had
given up trying to control the size of the crowd, and so
again we walked down to the edge of the bridge.
A fire truck arrived, red lights blazing through the
afternoon mist. One of the officers and one of the men
from the fire truck jumped into the hydraulic platform at
the end of the ladder. The ascent to Mr. Trimuca began, a
metallic hand slowly extending, reaching for our teacher.
"Leave!" Mr. Trimuca shouted at the men coming
toward him. "This is for my students only."
"We'll be right up," the young officer shouted. "Don't
move, sir."
A few of my classmates started to yell for our teacher
to jump, and I joined them. We cupped our hands and
pumped our fists, craning our necks. Some of the adults
behind us shouted at us to stop chanting. There were so
many people yelling it was hard to make sense of it all. We
just wanted to see our teacher jump.
The two officers began shouting at us, one of them
butting his forearm into my friend, trying to push us away.

We pulled into the lot by Fort Andross and ran around
the corner to the foot of the bridge. There were two police
cruisers on the side of the street, their lights flashing. Three
officers had their heads tilted to the sky, shouting.
"Look!" A hand shot upward. There was Mr. Trimuca,
sitting atop the bridge's arch, legs swinging in front of the
suspension cables. He wore a wetsuit and was holding what
appeared to be a stopwatch. I remember Darcie telling
me that he had jumped from street level in her year. From
the street it's maybe forty or fifty feet to the river. The
suspension cable arch rises another fifty feet or so above
the road. Just beyond the bridge's rusting, light green metal
beams, water rushed over the Brunswick dam into the
river. It had poured the past couple nights and the water
was really coming.
"Hello, students!" He shouted and waved, twisting his
body toward us.
"Hello!" We called back, not exactly sure what to say.
The police were here, and our teacher wasn't
descending from his roost. Was it safe to climb down,
I wondered? Had he given in to the police, and was he
waiting for them to rescue him? I began to feel a little
dizzy, looking up at him and then to the water below. It was
a long way down.
One of the officers noticed our group. He strode over
with long, hurried paces. "Can't be here, kids. This man
is going to kill himself Don't want to see that now. Get
back in your cars." The officer was young. I imagined
he wasn't far removed from college, maybe 24 or 25, an
officer-in-training, along for the ride. Too young to call us
kids. We didn't want to get in trouble though, and so we
backtracked to the corner of Fort Andross, still a clean
view of Mr. Trimuca dangling his legs above the whitecapped Androscoggin River.
There were other cars now on the side of the street,
pulled over so those inside could stand and point up at
our teacher. A small crowd had formed, the officers doing
what they could to hasten people back to their cars. The
lunchtime crowd at the Seadog Cafe had left the tables and
was leaning on the railing, peering up at the bridge.
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ever seeing anybody. It was strange, I thought, then in my
imagination, that there were no people out. No blankets or
beach balls, or children playing in the sand, just a blue disk
flying on. This image had come so fast when I closed my
eyes, and it was so clear. I rose up, grabbing at the disk, and
I felt it settle in my hands. I felt my chest collide with the
sand dune. I laughed through the pain and looked back, but
Darcie was gone, and I was alone.
I opened my eyes and saw people rushing down to the
riverbank. People were screaming. A man with a tie was
crying. I saw Darcie wheeling away down the sidewalk, her
arms working as fast as they could on the wheelchair. I ran
after her.
There was no school the next day and I found myself
walking in the meadow behind my house, Darcie motoring
just ahead on the dirt path. It was early, not much past nine
in the morning, and the tall grass was flecked with dew.
Every few minutes one of her wheels would slip into a divot,
and I would lift up the mud-covered tire. She didn't thank
me, but I didn't expect her to.
We came to the hammock that my father had hung
between two oak trees when we were children. It sagged
and was tearing on one side, the white woven twine brown
from age. I helped Darcie out of her wheelchair and into the
hammock, and she took a small notebook and a pen from
her pocket and began to write. I asked what she was writing,
but she didn't respond.
After ten minutes Darcie told me that she wanted to go
back to the house. Her face was white and her eyes halfclosed. I asked if everything was all right, and as soon as I
did I felt dizzy. I sat down in her wheelchair. It was the wrong
thing to have asked.
We made our way back up the path. The wind had
picked up, sweeping the first fallen leaves across the ground.
When we could see the house Darcie stopped her chair
and looked at me and said, "I was writing about how it
would feel to free fall.Just jump right out of a plane."
"How did it feel?" I asked, getting more lightheaded by
the moment.
"Like gold."

There were too many of us. The crowd was even larger.
The two cop cars that had arrived to block the flow of
traffic, their lights flashing in the fog, they didn't matter.
We weren't leaving now.
As the hydraulic ladder came to a stop, just a few feet
away from Mr. Trimuca, he grasped the adjacent cable and
swung his body away from the men on the platform. They
beckoned Mr. Trimuca to step down to them. We cheered
louder. There was honking on the street, dogs barking and
pulling at leashes. It was like the annual St. John's Bazaar
but without the fried dough and cheap, plastic prizes. I
remember thinking that this couldn't be happening, not in
Brunswick, Maine.
I felt a hand on my lower back. It was Darcie. She
had just gotten out of work at the library, right across the
bridge. She'd heard about the situation on the radio. Her
auburn hair looked especially dark that day in the mist.
She was breathing hard. I remember her telling me to get
back into my car, and that it was a serious situation, that
he could die, to stop yelling for Mr. Trimuca to jump. She
took her arm off of my back, and for a moment I thought
she was going to tip over with her wheelchair and tumble
into the river herself.
"Live a little. Lighten up," I said. It felt good to say it
in that moment, my blood pumping with adrenaline. Hell,
maybe I'djump in with him.
I turned around and craned my neck once more. Mr.
Trimuca leapt from his perch, away from the ladder's
platform, his body spinning as he whipped downward
toward the water.
I closed my eyes and all I could think of was my sister.
I imagined we were kids again, but that she was running.
We were both running after a Frisbee on the beach, but
it floated just a few inches above our fingertips. The
air was warm and the sand stretched out before us into
the distance. The waves, never more than a few feet at
Popham, washed onto the shore, sanderlings scampering to
evade the sea. With each grasp at the disk a sudden updraft
of wind lifted it a little more, and a little more. Darcie was
barely winning, a step at most. I focused on the blue disk
gliding ahead. We ran for what seemed like miles, without
18
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SOFT GUARDIAN

I Abbeth Russell

SPIDERWEB UMBRELLA

I Abbeth Russell

DINER

Casey Wiley

friends and friends past and me: upstate or cross state
or leave the state, returning to M-F. But for now we sit
together, a table crammed and overflowing. Aren't we
grand.
The :waitress hands me an omelet on a plate. I do not
know if she attempts to make eye contact. The plate is
warm and heavy. My two friends sitting across from me
cry into their napkins. Happiness and sadness. Yes, that
word delivered in that way was a slip, but I also know that
I had meant what I said. My two friends' laughter ebbs
until they look up at each other, at me, and then it circles.
Circles. I pass the remaining plates dutifully and nearly
reverently down the line like this is my first job.
Pausing, and saying nothing, the waitress drops the
final plate in front of me.

Just outside a city, ten of us packed around two tables pushed
together, the morning after a wedding. One record glued to a
far wall indicating: retro. Our waitress is a powerful woman,
late 50s, grey socks hanging limply around her ankles like
hovering death. Smoker-raging-cough. The food arrives. In
a drained, raspy voice she announces the dish: "Pancakes!"
"Toast!" Barks the words. I'm sitting at the corner of the
table closest to her. She thrusts the plate to me. The plate is
warm and heavy. Pass it down.
Pass another, pass another.
Then, a plate of slippery eggs. Like a fart escaping, in an
exaggerated, throaty voice I call, "Eggs!" D and K, sitting
across from me, yelp. N_o one else seems to notice. D buries
her face in her plate of French toast. K averts his eyes from
my direction, then performs a coughing fit.
The waitress stands right beside me.
The air feels suddenly thick like air above the grill. She
coughs hoarsely one time. Waits. Got all day. D 's and K 's
faces redden. Mouths covered via hands, the laugh plunged
and fighting inside them; this is combat. Their shoulders
bounce and heave. They are no audio.
I think of suddenly being five years old. An older kid at
my uncle's wedding reception is chasing me around a finely
clipped shrub in the center of the lawn of some inn in New
England. The shrub is the size of a child's clubhouse that
I will never have. I wear a small blue suit. We run in circles
until my father yells at the kid to stop. My pants are tight in
the crotch and it is hard to run. Running in circles. Circles.
That's what I thought I remembered, but it is not; it's
what I remember now. That morning sitting at the corner of
that table in that diner, one record glued to the far wall, all
that I thought about was simply: absconding.
In an hour or so we'd all abscond, my twenty-something
FAT CAT AND FIDDLE

I Deoon]ohnson
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THANKSGIVING

Dave Greely

Daddy worked in the paper mill. He went to work
after dinner and came home with the sun. He smelled like
chemicals and had big hands with thick fingers and dirty
nails and wore heavy boots and could whip your dad any
day of the week. WJ:ien we wrestled he always let me win,
but not before he had rubbed his steel whiskers on my
stomach and my neck and made me laugh and scream.
And then Mommy would tell me to pin him already and
so I would, but not before I jumped off the couch with the
Atomic Elbow.
One night I gave him the Atomic Elbow and broke his
nose. There was blood when he cracked his nose back into
place. Shiny-red and wet from under his swollen nose down
to his chin and the blood dripped off his whiskers onto the
carpet. The carpet was red shag, so it didn't matter. He
wiped his hands on his yellow-white t-shirt and left two
long, red hand prints, as if a monster had grabbed him
from behind and torn him open. Mommy walked in and
said, "That's what you get." She left and I cried and said I
was sorry and he mussed my hair with his bloody hand. I
went to bed and practiced the Atomic Elbow on my pillow
until he shoved open the door. He had tissues up his nose
and when he told me that was enough of the goddamn
Atomic Elbow for one night little man, it sounded like he
had a cold. He smiled a little and so I squeezed my nose
and said, "oK, Daddy. No more Atomic Elbows." It hurt
his nose when he laughed. I could tell because he put his
hand to his face and mumbled something I can't say.
Mommy's job was to tell us to stop and get me to
bed and get me to school and do the laundry and cook
something goddamn edible for dinner, is that too much
to ask? Is it? Is it? AndJesus Christ, whose middle name
was the F-Word. And Daddy was my alarm clock. Sunrise,

They fought when they were awake and probably when
they slept, but the threat of violence was a wave that never
broke. No dishes thrown, no hands raised, no bruises
concealed by rouge or eye shadow or stories of falling
down the stairs or walking into a door. Who walks into a
door? But the stomping and the yelling were loud and so I
hid in my room, a thin pillow over my head. The stomps
were mulled, the shouts of my parents consonantless. It
was hard to breathe so I turned my head. The sheet was
warm and moist on my cheek.
It was about money, always money. There was never
enough and when there was it became booze or a new
dress or Wonder Bread with peanut butter and Fluff
for dinner. The family across the street went to Disney
World and Red Sox games and when they weren't doing
something only other people did, the mother was chasing
her kids through the yard, wielding a strip of orange
Hot Wheels track like a saber and smacking them across
the backs of their bare knees. I watched through the
window until Mommy pulled me away. That's none of our
business, she would tell me. The thwack of plastic on pale
skin and the squealing and the bad words that grown-ups
use was none of our business. One summer night at dusk
that's when it always happened, when the sky was gray,
not black or blue - a police car parked in front of their
house. The policeman talked to her as she held the strip of
orange plastic, shaking her head, no, no and he decided it
was none of his business either. As he drove away, she ran
up the front steps, yanked the screen door open and raised
the orange plastic strip. I heard him scream, Stephen, the
youngest son. He was older than me. Ten, I think. Maybe
eleven. And the screen door slammed shut and the shades
went down and it was none of our business.
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rusty blue Buick Skylark sputtering into the driveway,
screen door screeching and slamming on its own, wooden
door thudding, one boot clunking onto the linoleum
kitchen floor, second boot fwomping on the carpeted
hallway, stomp, stomp, stomp, stomp, get up Jean, I'm
going to sleep. No snooze button. When I was six, I
started having what the doctor called anxiety attacks. He
looked sad when he said it. Anxiety attacks. But it was just
morning and my stomach hurt and my head spun because
they would fight and I didn't want them to fight.
We didn't go to Disney World or even Canobie Lake
Park or camping. We went to the beach sometimes, but it
took a long time to pack the broken plastic shovels and the
towels and drive five miles to the beach so instead, honey
just play in the sandbox with your friends, you have friends,
go get your friends and be quiet because Daddy is sleeping,
now go. I had Tonkas and they were metal and friends and
they were loud and together, when Daddy was sleeping, it
was all too much and so then we went to my friend's house
or played in the woods until one day an older boy threw
a match on some dry leaves and the fire trucks and an
ambulance came. Tommy got to ride in the ambulance and
came home with no hair and a different face and we didn't
play in the woods anymore.
Daddy built my sandbox. It was soft until the weeds
grew and those little silver bugs with all the legs came and
then my friends didn't want to play there anymore and
so they all went to Disney World instead. They were rich.
Their houses had two stories and their parents had two
cars. One of my friends had a dog named Princess and on
the last day of summer vacation, there was a screech and
a thud and a yelp and Princess spun around and ran in a
zig-zag to their lawn and fell down. Her eyes were open
and everyone was crying and I couldn't stop looking into
her eyes. Her tail fluttered and I wondered why a dead dog
would wag her tail.
Third grade started the next day and my friend wasn't
there. When the teacher called his name and no one
answered I raised my hand and said, "His dog died." The
teacher called the next name and I said, "Here." He was

the only one absent. They got a new dog, named him
Prince, and would go to Disney World for Thanksgiving
that year. Mommy and I would have cheeseburgers and
French fries in the hotel by the gas station on Main Street.
It was a one-story hotel and you could park your car by
your room and walk right in from the parking lot. A man
visited Mommy that night and I pretended to sleep. Prince
was a mongrel like Princess but they looked nothing alike.
Prince was long-legged and black with a white patch on
his chest and a tail that curled upwards. Princess was short
and brown and white and black. German shepherds and
beagles all looked the same. Why didn't mongrels?
The paper mill closed and so Daddy stopped working
in October. I liked having him home at night. The Red Sox
made the World Series. Mommy made me go to bed early
on school nights, but Daddy gave me a transistor radio that
I put under my pillow so I could listen. When Mommy
went to bed, Daddy pushed my door open and beckoned
me to the living room. "Shhhh," he whispered. "If she
wakes up, we're both in trouble." Game six went to extra
innings and when Carlton Fisk won it with a home run,
it was after midnight. Daddy and I jumped up and down.
We were screaming and laughing and he picked me up and
spun me around and nearly fell over and then Mommy was
there in her pink nightgown and her hands on her hips and
her frown on her face and we were quiet. She left without a
word and we started screaming again.
The Red Sox lost the seventh game and I cried until
my stomach hurt and I couldn't breathe and Daddy
hugged me. He said, "Wait 'til next year." I said I didn't
want him to work anymore that I wanted him to stay home
and watch the Red Sox. And he said, "Wait 'til next year."
His eyes were wet but Daddy didn't cry.
After the mill closed, I saw Daddy a lot and then not
as much and then even less. We had steak for dinner one
night and went out to a restaurant the next. Mommy was
happy because she got to buy a new dress and get her hair
done. She looked like a princess and smiled like one. She
ordered Surf 'n Turf, which was a steak and a lobster. I'd
never seen her eat so much. Daddy ordered a whole bottle
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of wine and they drank it all. I had a steak that came all the
way from New York and we talked about going to Disney
World, which was even further than New York.
I woke on my own that Saturday in November, the
weekend before Thanksgiving. No alarm. Breakfast with
Mommy. Burnt toast, warm water and Roadrunner vs. Wile
E. Coyote on the 12-inch black and white in the living room.
We were going to get a color TV for Christmas that year.
That's what they said. The horizontal hold was gone and
the coyote and roadrunner spun and spun and spun until
Mommy walked in and slapped the side of the television.
She looked out the window. It was gray and wet with rain.
"Thomas, go to your room. Now." The coffee cup
shook in her hand as she turned toward me. Her pale pink
nightgown was vibrating. "Now, sweetie."
I looked over my shoulder as Mommy steered me toward
the hallway. Her hands were bony on my back. Cold. The
sticky rubber feet of my navy blue pajamas slapped the
kitchen floor and the Buick swerved toward the driveway and
missed. Rain spattered the picture window; the.tires sloshed
across the lawn and stuck in the wet soil. There was another
man in the car with Daddy and the roadrunner stopped at
the edge of the cliff. I heard a siren and another one and
the stupid coyote did it again, racing past the flightless bird,
hanging in mid-air. Tires screeched and I remembered
Princess, her dead eyes open, dead tail wagging. A pop-poppop and his body fell, his neck stretched, his eyes bugged and
his head followed. A long whistle and a distant poof and my
mother's shriek and a beep-beep.
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TERRIBLE THINGS

Thomas Pescatore
I've been too afraid of your window
beaming gray into the night
my night like mid-afternoon sun 100
degrees we melt the earth with our stare
our feet jogging- incoherently mumbling on
corner of nowhere Broad Street and 7-11
is a building a farce a herald of the dead
selling pretzels until 24 hours is up
and there's nothing left but poems and poets
endless words saying saying tell us be us love us tell us
terrible things
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THE RED WINDS

Chelsea Rosenthal

strong." Different meant we had a broken mirror mosaic
on our front door. If you stood just right you could have
three eyes and two necks.
When we first moved in she dug out the gravel and
afterwards, we planted cherry tomatoes. We pretended
they had already grown and she sat in the dirt, her back
against the house, popping air into her mouth. Her
hair was a perfect yellow, falling around her shoulders
as she wiped the imaginary juice from my cheeks. The
thing I loved about her most was her nose. It was broad
and foreign. It made her ex-husband's parents murmur
disapprovingly about how she looked. "Too immigrant-y,"
they said. She pointed to the roof and promised the vines
would stretch all the way up there, but her brow furrowed
sadly as she said it.
"I believe you," I told her, looking up into the sun.

My mom suggested we take a walk, said it'd make us less
restless. School was starting late this year, the Santa Ana
winds had come early and she and I, we had nothing to
do. When the winds blew like this, my whole street would
stay inside, lighting their living rooms with the flicker of
telenovelas. The only other person out was the mailman,
making his rounds early to avoid the afternoon heat. He
looked down when he passed us, said hello to the ground.
I wedged the backs of my shoes off with my toes and
peeled my socks inside out-I liked to see how long my feet
could singe on the tar. Today I could take seven steps before
I had to jump into the concrete rain gutter that ran alongside
the road. My cat, a lion in the desert, walked beside us,
stalking beetles and lizards I never saw. With my free hand, I
pulled hair from my neck in clumps, sticky with sweat. "I'm
not gonna carry your shoes," my mom warned.
Our neighborhood was right off the highway, pinched
between industrial strips, and our homes were as aluminum
and grey as the warehouses that surrounded us. At the end of
the block, a sign taller than any palm tree around announced
our mobile homes: TWIN OAKS VALLEY PARK. I tugged my
mom's sleeve or pant leg and asked where all the oaks were.
"There used to be a massive one near here and it had
these Siamese trunks," she said, wrapping her forearms
around each other so I could see what Siamese was. She
stopped walking and stared up for a while, her arms locked
like that, forgetting me and the drone of the highway and
maybe even the sign she was looking at. "We cling to strange
splinters of history," she announced at last, and went on, the
hot wind whipping hair into our eyes and mouths.
Our neighbors had maroon gravel lawns and cypress
bushes trimmed into spheres and cones and spirals. "They're
all afraid to be different," my mom said, "but not us, we're

It was still early when we turned the corner for our
street. January waved from her living room window as we
passed. She was older, almost a teenager, but she was my
only friend in the neighborhood. She made me make my
Barbies have sex and chided me in Spanish until I cried,
but I loved her. It was her hips and her long molasses hair,
parted perfectly in the middle and the way her shoulders
browned in the sun.
At night I liked to practice beingjanuary. I'd hang out
by myself in the bathroom with wads of tissue making
lopsided breasts under my shirt. I'd pretend my blonde bob
was a thick, dark braid hanging down my back and speak
the few words I knew in Spanish to myself in the mirror,
"Hasta mafiana, manzana."
At home, my mom stripped off her pants and we
retreated to the living room. She sat at the edge of the
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couch, her head turning with the oscillating fan. The room
looked liked the inside of my mom's brain. The blinds
were always down but she kept the slats open, making light
collect in bent lines around the room. There were brightly
glazed pots on every open surface, boasting green and dark
purple succulents. "They won't die unless you kill them,"
she had told me.
The coffee table was home to her collage projects.
Traces of her lay in glue fingerprints and magazine
clippings piled in sticky stacks. She kneeled on a pillow to
do her work and if she didn't have too big of an idea to
think about, she'd let me draw at the table with her. Her
last project was the far wall. She covered it with old piano
sheet music she had found in the hall closet.
Rachel, my mom's girlfriend, hated the wall. You'd
know she was a girlfriend because her hair was red and cut
short like a boy's. "Your mother is insane," she told me,
pressing her palm to the notes. Her hand stuck a little bit
when she pulled her arm away.
I sat across from my mom and played with the rotary
dial on the phone. I loved to crank the numbers, especially
nine and zero, since they took the longest to go back
around. My mom bent sideways and tore the jack out
of the wall, her oversized t-shirt folding over her knees.
Irritated, she pressed a quarter hard into the table, "If you
want to call your father, you have to go up the street."
I let go of the dial and watched it unwind. She closed
her eyes and leaned her head back. After a while her
mouth hung open like she was asleep and I scooted quietly
past her feet, pulling my patent leather purse out from
under the couch. January said it wasn't a real purse until I
had credit cards and I didn't. In the mean time I stuffed it
with the Camel Bucks Rachel saved for me.
There was a lump in the cushions, a pack of cigarettes
my mom had hidden from herself If I smoked I could
be more mature, more January. Careful not to wake her I
twisted one out of the pack and up close the smell from the
open box burned my eyes a little. I snuck outside, hushing
the hiss and click of the latch on the screen door.
I emptied my purse on the ground and a Camel

catalog fell out. The pages flipped open, snapping in
the wind and I had to chase some of the money into the
backyard. I counted it to make sure it was all still there
before shopping. I circled a green CamelJoe visor and a
pink sweatshirt even though it looked too big.
The cigarette was bent from my pocket and tobacco
hung loose from its end. I straightened it out and pulled
the leaves from the tip. When my mom smoked, her
breaths were practiced, carefully calculated to show off
her cheekbones. I didn't know if I even had cheekbones
or how to inhale, so the smoke just collected in my mouth,
stale and bittersweet. When I exhaled it slinked out slow, in
every direction.
Dust and brown leaves and the dark air from my
cigarette circled fast above my head. I started to get
lightheaded so I threw it over the fence, into the neighbor's
yard, but the smoke kept coming. It smelled like scorched
plastic in an oven, one that's never been cleaned. I ran
along the backside of the house and found my mom out
front in the driveway. I didn't say anything but she spoke as
if answering a question.
"I'm getting to know Jesus," she smiled and waved her
hand, pushing away the smoke ballooning out of the barrel
next to her. The only person I knew who knew Jesus was
January. I had helped her study for her Confirmation. She
had to know all these main truths and then all the regular
truths too, but most important, she had told me, was her
dress. It hung for weeks on the back of her door on a pink
satin hanger beneath white sheets of plastic. I couldn't
think of a single thing in my closet holy enough to hang on
a hanger like that.
"You can't come mija, it's family only," her mom told
me when the ceremony's date was approaching. When
she saw my face fall she added, "Okay, you want to see
her dress before, yes? Okay." It was white and stiff and so
long you couldn't see her feet. The collar was covered with
miniature roses and folded up beneath her chin. She sat
with perfect, itchy posture pinning gold crosses through her
ears and found me in the reflection of her mirror. "The
real reason you can't go," she said, "is 'cause you're white."
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When I got home Rachel and my mom were in the
front hall, on their way out the door. "I have a present for
you," Rachel said, extending her arm and offering a shiny,
blue book. There was a smiling bird on the cover, his wing
bent like a human arm, beckoning me to come find Christ
with him. I flipped through the pages looking for pictures
but there weren't any. I showed my mom and she thought
it was such a good present that she kissed Rachel for a
while. I stood forgotten in the hall and wondered if January
was kissing Ant now too and if it was like a Big Red gum
commercial, their heads shaking "no," back and forth.
"Your room depresses me," my mom finally announced.
"It needs some color--raincoat yellow." She came back with
a gallon and rolled out my room with a lollipop hanging
from her mouth, a half-hearted attempt to quit smoking.
I wanted to paint too but she just dotted my nose with the
brush and gave a tired smile. "This is really helping," she said
to the wall.
She stopped half way when she thought it was time we
ate something, and pulled eggs and milk and white bread
from the fridge. She almost never cooked dinner and when
she did it was always breakfast. Our table was covered with
junk mail and old lottery tickets made yellow from the sun.
She pushed the papers aside to clear space for our plates, and
envelopes spun dizzily to the floor. My cat attacked, batting
at them with his paws.
"How do you like your new room?" she asked.
The yolk crept under my toast, then my cantaloupe.
"It needs some stars," she chewed.
When she finished, we stood on my bed, hanging a glowin-the-dark constellation on my ceiling. We sat, waiting for
the night to grow dark so we could wish on them. Instead,
the sky turned orange and light fell in brassy tines across my
floor. It was the kind of light that often followed the Santa
Anas. It meant the red winds had brought us wildfires.
We craned our necks out the living room window,
searching for flames in the hills. The sound of water cracking
against metal chorused in the street. Our neighbors were out
with teal hoses, watering down their lawns and roofs, in case
the fires came. The water bounced off the siding and into
the street, making a river in my rain gutter. "It sounds like

I watched, letting my feet cook on the pavement, as
my mom burned my books, my movies, my music. "He
died for us," she said, her voice strung with paranoia. She
ripped covers off magazines and added them to the fire.
"We gave him Hometown Buffets, Circuit Cities, and our
clusterfuck neighborhood." I swallowed. When she reached
for more books I escaped inside.
"My mom says your mom has gone off the deep end,"
January told me, between bites of an apple. "She watched
what your mom did last week and almost called the cops."
Before I could explain it had been for Jesus and didn't
her mom like Jesus, she went on. "I found Bianca's lingerie
earlier," she said, opening a drawer. She shared a bedroom
with her older sister. They had a poster on the back of
their door of John Stamos smiling and shirtless, his arms
folded on top of his head. She went through the contents
of the dresser, careful that everything fell back in its
original place.
Lingerie, I found out, was red lacy underwear that
looked itchy, but nice.January turned towards the wall and
pulled her arms out of her sleeves, keeping them under her
shirt. Smooth, round clefts on her lower back peeked out as
she reached down to pick up Bianca's top. The bottom of
my mom's back was covered in cavernous stretch marks. "I
got these when I had you," she told me once, sneering and
pulling her skin tight to erase the wrinkles.
January took her shirt off and bent her head so low I
thought her chin must be flat against her chest. She stared
at her breasts for a moment before tugging at their sides,
trying to push them together so that they might fit better
in the top. "It looks like this," she said proudly and turned
around, the see-through lace unfilled and buckling across
her chest.
She lay down on her bed and I wanted to lay with her
too, wishing she might hold me for a while. Instead we
talked about how she wanted to kiss Ant Fernandez, a boy
in her grade who lived up the street. "He's probably too
much of a pussy anyway," she said, then checked the clock
on her desk. "Its already three, hey, he'll be here soon, you
gotta go."
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the world is ending," she said, pulling her head back in.
"We should get dressed."
She took ine to her closet and handed me a black
sleeveless dress. I twirled in the mirror, my feet clumsy
and small in her heels. "Much better," she smiled,
grabbing a Bible and a green bottle from the floor. We
set up camp in the living room and waited for the fires
to come.
Sometime in the night, she put one arm beneath my
neck and the other below my knees, cradling me like a
baby. My head bounced as she carried me and my heels
dropped off, crashing into the dark. Her sweat smelled
of lavender and cigarettes. She lay me down in her
bed and pressed her lips to my cheek, my shoulder, my
pinky. The cat purred, working my legs like dough, and
I tried to keep still, my eyes closed.
"You were born and you were mine," she
whispered to the mattress, "but we couldn't be together.
You spent the first night with the other babies and I felt
so strange, so empty while you were gone. I swear to
God that feeling will never go away."
And I was awake, I heard her, I'd been awake the
whole time.
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BETHLEHEM SHUFFLE

Wade Linebaugh

Waltzing to mills, the
footfalls drizzle up
another concrete set
of stairs. Then comes the piss:
an amber stinking beam
threaded through vertical bars,
falling with the weight behind it
of a long-lost count of pints
at the weedy dead steelyard.
Blasting's done there now
but furnace hulls persist pinkly:
forged metal ichtys haywire
serviced by catwalks & cranes.
Empty now the blown skein resumes;
flutters loathsomely trudgeward.
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I Abby Mechanic

PARADE

I Hannah Rosengren

FOX RALLY

I Hannah Rosengren
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I Nico/,e Duenneb'ier
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I Nicole Duennebier

BAD MATH
WINNER OF THE BETSY SHOLL AWARD

David Sloan
They say the handwork teacher died
of cancer because she was a hoarder shelves clotted with tangled skeins,
shadows of puppets, driftwood dowels,
piles of jaundiced newspapers, bird bones,
jars of beads and regret.
Who doesn't understand
the unappeasable urge to amass,
her addiction to textures, to graspability,
reminding us of what we are not?
She finally figured it out after hearing
the words "a mass," clearcut a swath
through her life, not only the closet clutter her husband, the house, three sons.
Iscador injections, potentized, they say,
turn rogue cells docile
for a time. She rebloomed,
traveled to Japan, resisted the urge
to buy jade and pearls, even as
the math in her went wild.
They say things are only things,
as if their calling out to us
could be muzzled, as if all the bodies
we desire to hold and hold
onto didn't change in our grasp,
as if it were a cinch to divide
this world into the living
and the even more alive.

CONICAL POT

I John Huckim
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HELIUM SHORTAGE

Gary Bloom
DALLAS

Gary Bloom
It's been over one hundred degrees
For six weeks straight.
The strippers are sweating
In the strip malls of stripper joints,
What they like to call "gentleman's clubs."
W. lives nearby, a pillar
Of the community. A real gentleman.
You can't buy a beer in some suburbs
But you can buy a lap dance
And a ride on a plastic bull.
Let us pray, the governor says.
God tells him to shut up.
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Another commodity to be traded
Not unlike gold or hog bellies
Or human flesh, but now
They trade helium
On the world markets.
Who knew? There
Is a shortage of helium
Caused by the exploding
Demand for party balloons.
It seems we're celebrating
From Boise to Beijing
And the clowns have cornered
The helium market
Where there is nowhere to go
But up
And then
The inexorable deflating.
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SOMEBODY CALL DALI MY CLOCK IS MELTING

Sarah Klein

REMAINS

Karyn Lie-Nielsen

somebody call dali my clock is melting on the mantle and it
drips like wax onto a carpet that expands into ten thousand
different universes of glittering stars and red-purple supernovas
that glisten as mere specks in the sky at night up close a brilliant
explosion of seven thousand million particles all dancing
different rhythms into a sky blacker than black a hue too dark to
be seen like the scream up by the mantle it is yelling a tone it is
warbling in harmony with a most distant universe that echoes its
scream in multivaried tones that disseminate into separate notes
that float above our heads almost like little specks of stars in the
sky if we could see the music the shout the terror the sound of
the jaw being pulled down by manic hands the stretch of the skin
i will cut you into cubes and then i will arrange you on a plate
no just your image because i can't understand seeing you the
way you are it's like you're made of supernovas that have yet to
blossom and the edges are all blurring together the red-purples
are becoming purple-blues and you're turning into a dwarf but
that's not the way it goes the smouldering core left over after the
destruction i swear i'm just trying to look at the stars somebody
call dali the universe is dropping bit by bit into my palm.
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Those jarred specimens, mirthless
and grisly to all except science;
Those singular melon-scooped eyes,
Those glaucous somber organs;
Those seaweed ears one by one floating in pickled oceans;
Those finished tongues,
Those anatomical gray fruits;
Those severed hearts, pearly as shelled mussels,
that shiver as you lean waist forward,
dusty lungs concealed between intact scalp and heels;
Your rhythm rising and falling
Your parts all in place;
You, remaining whole and as obscure as you please
inside your luminous skein of skin;
The grace of bone that temples your heart;
Your paired eyes restless, your troublesome hair;
Your throat swallowing and swallowing;
Your feet sculpted, digging in;
Your form, your sweep, your abiding mass.
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WINTER
WINNER OF THE DOS COSAS AWARD

Catie Hannigan

Chasing a rabbit, this is what winter means, watching
breath curl away from you and the wind knocks your
hanging bones
like wind chimes, I clink in high notes.
We've used flesh for safety, follow
my eyes when I say, there is no place to be,
turning electric like a rising full-moon.
Although it's been fifty degreesthere is no place to be.
Simply, this snow crushes everything
into one scenery, a panorama.
Some ghost
Some white fog dances around
as if we can breathe.
The city grime collects
like sleep between your eyelids.
In time of flowers, our faces will be clean,
open, and even
forgetful.

EATING, SINGING
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#3

I Gail Spaien
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HUMMINGBIRD

I Gabriella Sturchio

UNIQ FRUIT

I Gabriella Sturchio

LIGHTING

I Ray Euring

FOND HEART

I BeatriceAbbott

WHEN THE IRON IS HOT

WINNER OF THE ANDRE DUBUS AWARD

Karyn Lie-Nielsen
If you just barely touch the edge of my mom's iron
when she's been ironing all day, your skin is seared like bacon
in less than half-a-second. You'll jump back in the next halfsecond with a burn that sinks in so deep it keeps on hurting
as if the outer skin is a splinter of fire making a meal of the
inside. It's the worst hurt you'll ever have. When the chance
comes along to make a wish on something, like a star or
blowing out a candle, I close my eyes up real tight and cross
my fingers, wishing that I'll never get burned again. It hurts
that bad.
Sarah Beth sits in the front row, right next to Teacher's
desk. If all the kids have their heads down writing something,
I can see the back of her head, a neat white line parting her
yellow hair into two pigtails with ribbons at the ends. My
mom irons those too. Some of them are stiff and wide and
satiny smooth, and some are fat red-colored plaid. She's got
ribbons to match each one of her dresses.
Mrs. Clewes and Sarah Beth come to the house together
on Tuesdays so that Sarah Beth can help carry all the
hangers of clothes out to their car. Mrs. Clewes has her
own car and she leaves it running with the back door open
because there's a rack slung up in the back seat for all the
hangers. When it's cold out, Mrs. Clewes tells Sarah Beth to
hurry and not let the heat get out of the car. This one time
Sarah Beth drops her bunch on the ground and then stands
there crying in the dooryard. Mrs. Clewes is still standing in
our open door and says, "Oh, Sarah Beth, don't you worry.
Just get on in the car and shut the door and stay warm,
honey." She turns around to me and tells me to run out and
fetch them back. "I guess we'll have to have these redone,"
she says. "I'll pick them up with the others next week." She
clicks opens her pocketbook and dickers with my mom about
the price with our door left wide open. You can hear Sarah
Beth still wailing from the car.

It takes about seven minutes to iron a man's shirt. My
mom does it in three. She slaps a shirt on the ironing
board, takes a second to handle it and then slams the
iron down and takes off. You'd think there was a storm
going on the way she flattens out the waves and wrinkles
as fast as she can before anybody gets hurt. When she
finishes one part, she whips that shirt around faster than
a sudden squall and bangs the iron down again until the
thing is beaten, dead level flat and straight-even. Sleeves,
cuffs and collar, front and back crisp and smooth as if
it's brand-spanking new from the store and on its wire
hanger. Less than three minutes.
You want to know what clean smells like, go into my
mom's bedroom. Clean, ironed shirts smelling hot and
dry on a long rack by the wall. I follow her when she
takes the finished shirts from the kitchen to the bedroom,
but I'm not allowed to touch them. "They don't belong
to you, Miss-Baby-Who-Still-Wets-The-Bed," she says.
"They belong to cus-to-mers. Don't you even breathe on
these clothes," she says, "and get on out of my bedroom
now. You can't stay in here where I can't keep an eye on
you. You and your dirty hands. I know you, you'd mess
things up quick. Get on now!" She swooshes her hands at
me like I was a stray cat instead of her girl. If I don't get
out of her way, she'll swat my head.
My mom does laundry for Dr. Clewes' family. Sarah
Beth Clewes, his little girl, is in my class at school. Every
Tuesday afternoon she comes to our house with Mrs.
Clewes to pick up their laundry. Sarah Beth's dresses and
Dr. Clewes' shirts come into our house barely worn, a
little damp like your best Sunday shoes after church, and
they leave dry and flounced, straight pleated and creased
perfectly down the exact middle with all the catches
caught and all the buttons buttoned up.
TUSCON LIVING ROOM

I Ray Ewing
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My mom boils her own starch for ironing. When it
gets thick, it bubbles and spits glops of hot lava starch.
"Get out of the way or you'll be bawling about getting
blistered, Miss Bother-Body," she says. Sarah Beth's dresses
are bundled in our kitchen with all the rest of tomorrow's
ironing and when my mom isn't looking I spit on each one
of them.
I've got my face and hands washed already when Sarah
Beth and Mrs. Clewes come for their laundry. Somebody
else's pile of ironing is still damp at the ironing board and
my mom has cabbage soup simmering on the back burner.
It was nice and warm in there, but then Mrs. Clewes
leaves the door wide open, letting all the heat float out the
door towards her car. My mom has them come in to the
kitchen, since she's still working. Sarah Beth has her fingers
pinching her nose the whole time while she's having a look
all around. Mrs. Clewes says, "Sarah Beth, dear, whatever
is wrong with your nose?" Sarah Beth points at me. "It
stinks in here. She pees the bed, Mama." Her voice sounds
like she's got a great big sucker in her mouth, so it's hard
for Mrs. Clewes to understand her. Sarah Beth takes her
fingers off her nose and says again: "It's her. She smells like
pee-pee, Mama." And right away she wrinkles her face and
with a big wave she takes up pinching her nose again.
I pick up the iron from the board where my mom's
been ironing all day and I press it as hard as I can on Sarah
Beth's hand, on her face. It only takes a half a second and
she's screeching like cold bacon suddenly on a burning hot
black iron skillet. My mom grabs the iron from me with
one hand and wallops my head hard with the backside
of her other hand. Mrs. Clewes is on her knees patting at
Sarah Beth and she's screeching too and everybody runs
for cold water. My mom gets out some lard. The clean
laundry is spilled all over the floor. Mrs. Clewes finally lifts
up Sarah Beth in he.r arms and rushes bawling out the
door to her car, but I've left the kitchen already and I'm
lying under my damp smelly bed on the cold floor with the
other unwanted clumps of dust.

Now I carry the clothes out to their car instead of Sarah
Beth doing it. But she still comes in our house. I don't know
what for. My mom eyes me like she'd scorch me with the iron
if I let a single cuff or piece of thread come within an inch of
the ground. "Go wash your hands, Miss-You-Know-What,"
she says when we hear Mrs. Clewes' car drive up. '~d wipe
off your mug, too."
Teacher sometimes has us kids put our hands flat on the
desk for inspection. She walks slowly up and down the rows
with her lips pressed tight and either gives a nod or a tap on
the desk, depending on if your fingers are clean enough or
not. She nods at Sarah Beth's desk and moves on. Sarah Beth
moves her bottom in her chair and sits up even straighter
than she already was. I imagine she's got her hands clasped
together, proud of hersel£ Teacher lightly taps her fingernails
on some of the boys' desks. That means they have to go to the
boys room before lunch and wash up. When Teacher gets to
my desk she stops and knocks with her knuckles two times so
that the other kids giggle. "That's enough, class," she says.
Since I have to carry out the Clewes' laundry, Sarah Beth
gets to stand in our living room and have a look around. She
points at something, like our sofa that has a spring showing,
and pulls at Mrs. Clewes' sleeve. Then she puts her hand over
her mouth like she's trying to hide a smile. Mrs. Clewes looks
like she just put a quarter in the church plate and pulls on one
of Sarah Beth's bows as if it needs straightening. "Sarah Beth,
be polite." Then to me she says, "You're going to be my helper
today, aren't you?" My mom has already brought out the first
load of shirts. There's that look of, "Don't make me slap you
in front of this woman, Miss Droopy-Pants." It's like Teacher's
two knocks. Sarah Beth giggles.
Somehow it got out in school that I pee the bed. At recess
Sarah Beth and some of her friends are circling around,
holding hands and singing, "Little Baby Pee-Pee. Needs to
wear a di-pee." I'm on the swing and I keep pumping my legs
to go higher and farther away from them. The girl on the
swing next to me bails out and joins the circle giggling and
singing. Pretty soon there's a bunch of them and I can't swing
high enough.
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SKINNING

Phylinda Moore

The skinned deer
strung without dignity
soft doe skin peeled back
exposing hideous red.
Callous hands,
undress a goddess,
defile a temple.
Uncomfortable denial
in coarse laughter, heavy beer swigs.
They can't find redemption
to moisten their blurred eyes.
Her hands, bound in prayer.
Eyes lost in lands of sea-jade green and agate stone.
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TWENTY ONE CONVERSATIONS

Kashana Cauley

"This is," I said.
"I'm the lady with the dog who was standing near you
when you put up that poster."
She was still standing in front of the poster with her
dog. We made eye contact. She waved,hello.
"You're crazy. Now all sorts of people you won't want
to talk to are going to call you all day and night."
She stuck unnecessary w's in "all," "call," and "talk,"
making each word three times as long as it needed to be.
"Like you, huh?" I said.
"Hummph," she said.

An older lady and her dog both gave me that stare that
people and apparently dogs use for the untrustworthy.
Their skepticism probably had something to do with the
posters I'd tacked up on every tree on our block. I was busy
affixing the last poster to the maple tree in front of the two
of them while they stared away, and was sad to see that
the dog thought my activities were so important that it had
stopped defecating in order to watch me act. The scotch
tape made a ripping sound as I yanked it over the teeth of
the plastic knife attached to the roll. The last piece of tape
fit perfectly over the bottom middle of the poster. I stepped
back to admire my work, hoping it would last for more
than a couple of hours.
I'd been living in New York City for three years now,
in a tiny studio I was never going to rid of cockroaches,
waiting to meet someone. At first I thought I'd meet the
perfect girl to marry. Then I decided I'd make do with
a roommate who'd help subsidize my drinking habit. A
couple of weeks ago I'd lowered my standards again. I just
wanted to have a conversation with someone other than
the people I made up in my head and the owner of the
bodega on my block, who always clucked at my peanut
butter purchases with an unwarranted and unintelligible
suspicion, probably wishing I'd buy something else from
him. So I'd drawn up some posters and tacked them up
around the neighborhood, hoping they'd attract someone.
The posters said: "I'm Omar. Call me. I'm very lonely. I'll
talk about anything. 347-263-7478."
I finished tacking the last poster to the tree in front of
the judgmental twosome, and managed to take a handful
of steps down the street when my cell phone rang.
"Omar?" said a voice lightly touched with an accent
from one of the neighboring islands.

Dog lady inspired me to let the first two random calls I
received go to voicemail. Then I reminded myself that
I hadn't put up the ads in order to ignore my phone. It
took another couple of days for call number three to
come in. I was sitting on the floor at work the Monday
afternoon after I'd posted the ads, doing some filing that
didn't require me to be stuck in an awkward crouch,
when my breast pocket began to buzz from contact with
the unknown.
"Is this Omar?" the caller asked.
She had a deep voice for a woman, a voice that
reminded me of other heavy things. Concrete, bed
frames, duke de leche.
"Yes," I said.
"So what is it that you want to talk about?"
'~ything you'd like to discuss in two hours, when
I've left work and can properly dedicate myself to
conversation."
"Okay Omar."
The way she said my name made me think I should
be smoking a cigarette on a beach somewhere with a
soundtrack playing in the background that sounded
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All the calls I answered over the next couple of weeks
taught me that I was not a good conversationalist. Most
of the callers started off with the same question about
my intentions. A couple of them fired off question after
question in an attempt to reveal my precise psychological
state. Three or four people insisted on sitting in prolonged
silence after I'd spoken my initial piece, a reaction which
always prompted me to hang up.
My posters were missing an astonishing number of tabs
when I went outside to check on their progress a week into
the experiment. I took all of them down two weeks after
that, happy with the enormous response they'd attracted.
Thirty-seven people had called me, inspired by nothing
more than a desperate message on a yellow sheet of paper.
But I only wanted to talk to one of them.

irresistibly romantic. She hung up and I found myself
cheering for her to be the kind of person who would break
the rules and call me early. But the last couple of hours of
the work day passed and my phone remained irritatingly
silent.
I was sitting in my apartment when the phone rang again,
flicking the living room light switch on and off so I could
listen to the sound of the retreating roaches. My studio
had attracted a particularly terrified group of them. Any
motion or burst of light sent my other roommates sprinting
back to the dark corners of the apartment that my wrist
was too thick to plunder, the unknowable spaces under the
oven and bed and dresser.
"Omar?" she said.
"Yes," I said, thrilled that she'd actually called me back.
"What would you like to talk about?"
'1\nything. I'm not picky."
"What kind of guy puts up posters proclaiming how
lonely he is?"
"The kind of guy who's willing to just see what
happens. What kind of girl answers an ad like mine?"
My question produced a longish pause in our nascent
conversation, which she broke by clearing her throat. I
spent the dead airtime imagining what she looked like; by
the time she answered, I'd conjured up dark hair and a
long neck.
"I'm not sure. The kind who's willing to talk, I guess?"
"Somehow I always imagined that it was easier for
women. You'd meet each other after yoga classes and in
bathrooms and all those other places where guys wouldn't
be willing to talk to each other."
Her laugh was deeper than her voice and it rolled
forward for what seemed like several minutes until it
reached the end of its trajectory.
"Right," she said. "That's why I'm talking to you.
I'm bored with all of the friends I met in yoga," she said,
stringing out the last word so long that I felt it vibrate
through the phone line.

I'd saved the dark-haired girl's number in my phone under
"smoky voice." She called once a week, and our talks
grew steadily longer. She liked to issue short statements
accompanied by long pauses that I'd fill by telling her
everything about me that I could think of saying. I started
with autobiographical things and moved into the layers of
thought in my head, starting with musings on how weird
New Yorkers were, ending with the kinds of observations
that only lonely people make. She didn't seem to think
I was nuts; she kept encouraging me to talk, to tell her
about the sad faces I saw on the subway, the forlorn
people I observed on park benches, my compatriots that
hid in the corners of decent restaurants eating alone with
facial expressions that reminded me of pricked balloons
quickly losing their air. During our seventh conversation, I
swallowed nervously before requesting that we meet, and
she declined.
Her name was Beta, the kind of name parents give their
kids when they're too high and fixated on the betamax
and realize they've conceived weeks later, she said. Despite
being the kid of two ganja enthusiasts, she always sounded
well-adjusted on the phone. Because she was from Maine,
all New York weather was too hot. She didn't do yoga or
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talk to other women when in line for the bathroom or meet
people while out clubbing. She did something complex
that my addled mind equated to "graphic design." She'd
lived here for four years, outranking me. After sixteen
conversations, she didn't seem any more interested in
meeting me than before.
"Why don't you want to meet me?" I said during
conversation number seventeen.
I'd started marking the number of calls in a notebook
that should have contained diary entries or the beginnings
of a novel. The only markings I'd made in it to date were
the vertical lines that showed that I now had someone to
talk to.
"I think I've built you up too much in my head. If I
met you, I'd have to kill the fictional version of you that
I've imagined. I don't want to do that," she said.
"But sometimes we spend entire afternoons talking to
each other. You're not at least curious about what I look
like?"
"Like I said, I've made something up. I'm sure you
have too. I'm happy with that."
"I'm not happy with that."
During conversation number twenty, I told her I'd refuse to
answer all future calls until she agreed to meet me. When
she declined, I hung up. I filled the time I'd previously
reserved for our conversations by running. I put on my
shoes after work and ran until I cleared my head and felt
tired enough to flop onto the couch afterwards, block out
the scuttling noises all around me, and go to sleep. My
runs grew longer as the unanswered calls piled up and the
city slipped into fall, each day more orange than the one
before.
"Fine," her text read. "This Saturday. Union Square. One
of the benches in front of the playground. I'll be wearing a
red wool cap."

That Saturday, I grabbed a book from the shelf and
shook the dead roaches from it. They made small clicking
noises as they hit the floor. There was an open seat with a
good view of the playground benches, and I took it half
an hour before our scheduled meeting time. The book
was hardcover and felt like a heavy prop in my hand,
something I'd have to throw later if everything went wrong.
My eyes refused to process its words; they were up floating
a few yards away, scanning everyone's head.
Twenty-seven minutes into my vigil, she walked up and
sat down. I'd spotted her approaching and noted that she
walked with an oddly wide stance. She was tall for a girl,
with the dark hair and long neck I'd promised myself Her
large sunglasses hid three quarters of her face. A pigeon
landed right next to her, and she swatted it away with a
large chopping motion, making me picture the pigeon as
an onion being separated from its skin. I made it halfway
over to her before my legs cramped and I froze up. My new
failed athlete self had immobile hands and a brain that
was blank when not sending out signals of alarm. Nausea
crawled up into my throat at the prospect of having to be
three dimensional for her. I hated myself for leaving but
I did it anyway, feeling the stiffness roll out of my body in
salty waves with each step of retreat.
I got home, threw myself down on the couch, and
refused to turn the lights on in order to fully absorb my
decision to remain alone. A new spoonful of peanut butter
frosted my teeth. Roaches noisily scuttled across the floor.
The phone sat at my feet, where it displayed the dark face
of a night sky.

INVITATION

Charles Leggett
We'll make love into the dusty half pint
of cognac that's in
the next room, gathering
atop the cedar
cabinet, by the worn Webster's Second
International
on its creaky lectern
open-faced. When you
reach for me I'll know what you want. When I
reach for you I'll know
. what I want. Peruse my
horoscope. Quote it
over coffee as you would a tawdry
tabloid headline. Go
to the dictionary,
even, look up my
given name, its meanings; evaluate
its appositeness
with glances steeped like tea
bags. When you're ready,
close your eyes and read me, as you might read
a text in Braille- a
foreign ripple, gliding
beneath your finger.
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BUSINESS TRAVEL

Arielle Greenberg-Bywater

The husband is kneeling by the bed in a hotel in Ohio.
Correction: he is not kneeling.
Correction: he is lying.
I can't reach him by phone so I can't reach him.
My claws, my long eyes.
I'm not discussing any affair: who'd have the time,
the energy, the body to tie up in a ribbon
and showboat around, and decorate?
No, I mean it: lonelier.
So I redial. I. re. dial.
Some years lie on the tongue like a strip of blue paint.
I wait for him to return, to promise me a month of staying,
a powwow, but we both know the paycheck comes first.
First we must find the unhappiness,
and then undo it, the simple knot in a patterned silk tie.
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BEAUTIFUL SPACE

Arielle Greenberg-Bywater

Let's build from scratch a beautiful space
and you can serve tea in it from glittered cups
and you can locate the blue and yellow spoons.
It will be a beautiful space, its negative air
the in between of badly broken sleep,
that silvering plate, that polish on our lips
and tips of finger. Tea? Yes thank you.
A balustrade meets its maker, our love affair,
me and you: you have my spine exactly
the chiropractor says. I passed it on to you,
so that in the toxic taint between our joints
will be a beautiful space, the once arced
by triumph, built by pillows, and I will ride
with you in the courtyard of that beautiful space,
its exit, its exterior, and I will ride you on my back
to the interior of that not-dream space, beautiful,
like a library, like the jewelry of the alphabet
which I pass to you, yes please, pink and sparkle,
for you to take like tea, clear as what is in between
the between something made by its scaffold.
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EDDY

Wade Linebaugh

Its gentle trilling-a babyish rumble
of water falling over water--never stops.
There is no scent but there's almost a scent
to the scrunched reflective watertop. Two feet edge
nearer, toe-first steps on thin moss and rock.
Bright orange sweeps, wet soft sound-a rubber cup
which does faintly smell: stale whisky, castile soapinterrupts the trill, a sound nearly as faint.
No birds or blackflies hear, not the cup or hands,
the soft drip lost to downstream thrum and keening.
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FLOWERS

Karie McNeley
Yeah, nobody cares.
Write a poem about sex.
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is a photographer located in Portland, Maine.
She works primarily in black and white film. Presently Beatrice
is enjoying her post graduation life while working as afreelance
photographer. I ROBERT BENNETT: I am stuqying painting at the
Maine College ef Art. These paintings are depictions and emotional
archives ef a night I will never forget. I GARY BLOOM has been
writing articles, poetry, and short stories for more than 20 years,
with credits in Breath and Shadow, American Visions, Milwaukee
Magazine, The Beffalo News, The Grand Rapids Press, Grit
Cappers, Oasis, Mankato Poetry Review, Players, Clockwa'lch
Review, Black Diaspora, and others. I BLAIR BRAVERMAN: I
graduated.from Colby College this past M~ and am now an MFA
student and Iowa Arts Fellow at the University ef Iowa's Norifu:tion
Writing Program. A1y writing has appeared or is forthcoming in
AGNI, Orion, and other journals. I DAVID SLOAN is a graduaf£
ef the University ef Southern Maine Stonecoast MFA program. He
f£aches at Merriconeag Waldoif High School in New Gloucester;
Maine's only Waldoif high school. I KAsHANA CAULEY is a
native Wisconsinif£ who resides in subtropical New York City. She
is working on a novel and a collection ef short stories. Her work
has appeared or is forthcoming in Eunoia Review and The Writf£n
Wardrobe. I RAY EWING is a photographerfrom the island ef
Martha's Vineyard. He is currently stuqying photography at Maine
Col/,ege ef Art. I DAVE GREELY lives in South Portland, Maine,
with his two sons, Cameron and ,Zachary, and their bearded dragon,
Rocco. He (Dave, not Rocco) graduated.from Cheverus High School
and the University ef Maine and atf£nded the 2011 Stonecoast
Writers' Coriference. I ARIELLE GREENBERG-BYWATER is a cool
laqy! I AUTUMN GRAY: I've been writing since I was seven. I love
to read and writ£. In 2011, I /,eft the banking world efter 13 years
to go back to schoolfull time as a linguistics major with a minor in
creative writing. I really love USM and I'm thrilled to be included in
BEATRICE ABBOTT

Words & Images. I CATIE HANNIGAN is an English major, morning
bird, and dream-journal enthusiast. She appreciates hot cheeks and
cold air. IJOHN HucKINs: I am currently based in Portland, M aine,
stuqying meta/smithing at Maine College ef Art. I will be graduating
in 2012 with a BFA in Meta/smithing and Jewelry. I DEVON
JOHNSON is.from sleepy Rochester; Massachusetts, where she grew up
in afamily ef doctors only to pursue a career in art. She is currently
an Illustration mq:jor at Maine College ef Art in Portland, Maine.
Her illustrations combine humor; story-telling, and quirky characters to
create a cartoon sty/,e justfor adults. She works in a variety ef media,
including pen & ink, paint and embroidery. I SARAH KLEIN: I am
a recent graduate ef University ef Massachusetts Amherst with a
degree in Comparative Literature. Oh, and I write most ef rrry poems
untitled. I JOHN LAMBREMONT, SR. is a veteran poet.from Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. He has a B.A. in Creative Writing and a JD. from
LS. U During the last two years, John's poems have been published
internationally in over forty literary reviews and journals, including
The Choffey Review, Sugar House Review, Red River Review, A
Hudson View (2009 Pushcart Prize nomination), and Taj Mahal
Review. John e'qjoys adult baseball, modern jazz, and playing the
guitar. I CHARLES LEGGETT is a prqfessional actor and voice-over
artist based in Seattle. Recent publications include poems nominated
for the 2012 Pushcart Prize by Kansas City Voices and the Golden
Sparrow Literary Review; Char/,es also has workforthcoming in The
Lyric and Ellipsis ... Literature and Art. His long poem 'Premature
Tombeaufor John Ashbery" is an e-chapbook in the Barnwood Press
"GreatFind" series. I KARYN LIE-NIELSEN'S poems have appeared
in Poetry East and Maine Magazine. In 2010, she was the winner in
two categories in the Maine Literary Awards. Before moving to M aine
she worked as a sign language interpreter with the National Theater ef
the Deqf Since then she's been a teacher, prqfessionally, and a gardener,
devotedly. She lives in Waldoboro, Maine.

WADE LINEBAUGH left Portland, Maine in 2009 qfter graduating
from the Universi!)J ef Southern Maine. He now lives with his wife
and cat in Beth/,ehem, Pennsylvania where he is pursuing his Ph.D.
The lack ef sea air there is, frankly, sickening. I ARIEL LowrHER
is an artist/craftsperson/photographer living in and inspired by
the Maine woods and coast. I TINA McLucKIE will be earning
her BFA from the Maine College ef Art with a concentration in
Woodworking and Furniture Design in 2012. Though she situates
herself in the Woodworking department for the development ef craft
and skills, she creates mixed media sculpture in a variety ef mediums
including wood, wax, latex, fibers, metal, and clay. Her work
deals with the human boqy through form and maf£rial exploration.
After graduation, she hopes to relocaf£ to a larger city, kick-start an
artist collective, and pursue her interest in the human boqy through
a medical science certificate program in prosthetics and orthotics.
I KARIE McNELEY is a mid-twenties poet, artist and student
from Lakewood, CA. She has been published in, or has forthcoming
publications in, Verdad!, Pagan Friends, Tears In the Fence, Pearl,
and all ef the publications to date by Bank-Heavy Press. She is an
editor and lead artistfor Bank-Heavy Press, a small-press publishing
group founded in early 2011 and located in Long Beach, CA. She has
been writing poetry for more than half ef her life. She loves cats, and
enjoys most things more than flowers. I ABBY MECHANIC: A1y
work explores domestic settings and the relationship ef objects within
thse settings. I am interested in altering materials and space in order
to create an environment.for the viewer to experience. I am always
striving to add an emotional element to my work through materials,
which stem from my past. These remnants ef memory are used to
create a poetic narrative. I PHYLINDA MooRE lives in Philadelphia.
She has also lived in Oklahoma, Washington D. C., Malaysia, and
New Orleans. Print and online publications include: Fuseli~ The
Rambler, Poor Mojo's Almanac(k), Miller's Pond Poetry Magazine,

13 A1yna Bird, Disingenuous Twaddle, Anemone Sidecar; and Milk
Money Magazine. I HANNAH ROSENGREN is currently working
toward her BFA in Illustration at Maine College ef Art. Origi,nally
from South Portland, Hannah attended two out-qfstate schools
before -returning to Maine to stuqy illustration. She works mainly
in acrylics and watercolor on canvas, and is inspired by dreams,
childhood memories, animals, and nature. In addition to working as
afreelance illustrator; Hannah also aspires to write and illustraf£
children's books. I ABBETH RussELL was born in Schenectady,
New York and grew up in Byfield, Massachusetts. She received her
BFA in Painting.from Maine College ef Art where she recently
graduated with honors. She has shown and sold her work in Boston,
New York, San Francisco, and all over Maine. In her spare time,
Abbeth enjoys juggling.flaming torches, working on her novel Destroyer
Sky, and hanging out with her amazing cat Jackson. She is the
founding member ef the up and coming Exquisite Corpse Collective.
Portland, Maine is the wondeiful city she currently calls home. I JoN
SIMMONS is a writer and musician, stuqying at Emerson College
and Berklee School ef Music. His work has been.featured in Stork
Magazine, as well as in Wax on Felt. Currently doing coursework
in the Netherlands and traveling through Europe, Jon is origi,nally
.from Brunswick, Maine. I GABRIELLA STuRcmo is an artist
whose work explores temporaliry, entropy, and bodily decay mostly
through still life photography. She eften references historic painf£rs to
draw ftom their formal qualities. Sturchio is a 2012 graduate.from the
Maine College ef Art. I CASEY WILEY'S essays and stories have
been published or are forthcoming in Barrellhouse, Salt Hill The
Chronicle ef Higher Education, Inside Higher Ed, The Emerson
Review, Pindleqybo;;,, among others. He teaches English at Penn State
University and is working on a book about everyday people (him)
trying to be prqfessionally funny. (He's not.) I CHRIS HENNEMAN I
NICOLE DUENNEBIER I CHELSEA ROSENTHAL I GAIL SPAIEN
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